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Our understanding of behavior and mechanism is undermined

by the absence of a frame of reference because relationships

between individuals and species are without context. We

highlight a need to be more comparative, using nonapeptide

(vasopressin and oxytocin) modulation of social behavior as an

example. We reconsider the use of model organisms and the

term ‘social’ in this context, contrasting two popular models for

nonapeptide regulation of social behavior. We then propose

that a frame of reference should be established by studying

mechanisms of behavior across taxa along the same continua.

If we are to ever establish a unifying theory of behavior, we must

transcend individual examples and determine the relative

relationships of behavior and mechanism among and between

species.
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Introduction
Human interest in animal behavior predates recorded

history, and depictions of animals in elaborate cave paint-

ings made at least 35 000 years ago [1,2] serve as a

testament to mankind’s fascination with animals. For

centuries, humans gained an understanding of animal

behavior by observing organisms in their natural environ-

ment. However, it was not until the mid 20th century that

the study of animal behavior, known as ethology,

emerged as a recognized scientific discipline. The foun-

ders of the field, most notably Tinbergen, Lorenz, and

von Frisch, diverged from the behaviorist traditions in

psychology by utilizing methods of observation of many

different species. Their focus was on studying animals in

their natural or a naturalistic environment, which deviated
www.sciencedirect.com 
from the traditional approach of studying behavior strictly

in a laboratory setting [3].

Advances in modern technology have increasingly chan-

neled studies that focus on understanding behavioral

mechanisms, particularly in neuroscience, toward the

laboratory setting. This is largely due to the challenges

that conducting mechanistic work in the field presents.

Coinciding with the transition to studying behavior in the

laboratory was the emergence of standard lab-bred ani-

mals, such as rats and mice [4]. Despite the convenience

that lab animals provide, such species are often far re-

moved from ancestral species that exist in the wild [5],

which calls into question the ethological validity of find-

ings. This can become problematic when attempting to

translate findings from one species to another, as Beach

[6] famously discussed. In addition, the consistent use of

only a few standard species also puts us in danger of

attempting to answer questions using animals that may

not be suitable for the questions being asked. Research

using standard lab animals is undoubtedly valuable; how-

ever, examining ethologically relevant behavior in a vari-

ety of species will illuminate how behavioral mechanisms

have evolved, and in turn can provide a deeper and more

comprehensive understanding of behavior, which inher-

ently has translatable value. It is also important that we

ask appropriate questions in the species we study. To do

so we need to consider the behavioral ecology of our study

species and take precautions to carefully define the

behaviors we examine.

In this review, we reconsider the use of model organisms

and advocate for a need to be more comparative. To narrow

the scope and allow for succinct and pertinent examples, we

focus on nonapeptide modulation of social behavior be-

cause nonapeptides (vasopressin (VP) and oxytocin (OT),

and their non-mamalian homologues which for simplicity

we refer to as simply VP or OT) are important generators of

social behavioral diversity [7]. We begin by discussing the

broad application of the term sociality and how it is defined.

Next we present a case study that calls into question the

common approaches used to investigate and understand

social behavior. We then take a step back to consider the

current state of our field and discuss the crucial need for

taking a comparative approach when studying behavior.

Defining sociality
What is sociality? Although, historically, sociality was

prominently used in reference to group living [8], in
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98 The integrative study of animal behavior
recent years, sociality has taken a rather broad meaning

and serves as an umbrella term for numerous different

types of social behavior that are in some way affiliative in

nature [9,10,11��]. Specific behaviors that fall under this

umbrella include: group-size preference, pair bonding,

parental care, alloparental care, and side-by-side affilia-

tive contact or huddling. At first glance, broadly referring

to these individual behaviors as sociality does not seem

overly problematic. However, there are often distinct

mechanisms that modulate different types of social be-

havior. In zebra finches, for example, extended amygdalar

VP promotes grouping but not pair bonding [12]. In this

case, if sociality refers to both grouping and pair bonding,

it would be inaccurate to say that extended amygdalar VP

promotes sociality. In order to achieve a mechanistic

understanding of behavior, we need to be careful with

the language we select.

The term ‘highly social’ is similarly used loosely, often

with respect to translational social neuroscience. What

qualifies an animal as highly social? For instance, is it fair

to categorize a species like the prairie vole as being highly

social when individuals engage in pronounced affiliative

social acts toward a pair bonded partner and offspring, yet

also are profoundly territorial and exhibit high levels of

aggression toward non-kin [13]? Inappropriate use of such

a term within and between species risks a breakdown of

the ability to generalize such a term, and may undermine

the significance of describing a species or individual as

‘highly social.’ If such labels are too broadly applied, we
Figure 1
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risk losing meaning and may fall victim to making un-

founded conclusions. For a comprehensive review on

deconstructing sociality, see [11��]. It is extremely im-

portant that terms such as ‘sociality’ and ‘highly social’ not

be used as general blanket terms, but rather are opera-

tionally defined and used with thoughtful precision.

A tale of two species: When predictors of
sociality do not generalize
Virtually all tetrapods exhibit VP neurons in the medial

extended amygdala, which lie primarily within the medial

bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BSTm) [14,15]. This

cell group is involved in numerous types of social behav-

ior, and has been most thoroughly studied in relation to

aspects of sociality in birds and rodents, and in particular

zebra finches and prairie voles [16].

Zebra finches are biparental, monogamous, and highly

gregarious (they prefer to affiliate in flocks of �100

conspecifics). There is little doubt that this is a highly

social species [17–19]. Comparative studies using a varie-

ty of monogamous finch species that differ selectively in

their species-typical group size, including zebra finches,

show that the BSTm VP cell group is involved in proces-

sing positive social stimuli [20,21] and definitively pro-

motes affiliative and grouping behavior [15,22]. A

hallmark of the social-asocial continuum among finches

is that gregarious finch species have significantly more

BSTm VP cells and more V1a-like VP binding sites in the

lateral septum (LS; a primary projection target of BSTm
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d) for zebra finches (social/gregarious), violet-eared waxbills (asocial/

us) [see text for references]. Darker shades of red and blue indicate

. Extensive work with estrildid finches indicates that high VP and V1aR

nal characterization of prairie voles being ‘highly social’ in light of the

ral traits such as species-specific patterns of aggression and social
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Box 1 Reconsidering model organisms

The study of nonapeptide-mediated social behavior (along with many

other areas of focus) falls subject to major differences in approach

and perspective, often governed by different motivations. These

differences often create distance and a lack of communication,

resulting in a counterproductive divergence within the field. For

example, if translational research is going to be truly effective,

evolutionary perspectives must be incorporated.

Many of the early studies investigating the involvement of non-

apeptides in social behavior were conducted in prairie voles

(Microtus ochrogaster) [29,33] — a species that is monogamous

and biparental, and is now considered an emerging model organism

for understanding the neurobiology of social behavior [28]. Interest-

ingly, prairie voles stand apart from their classic rodent model

counterparts, rats (Rattus norvegius) and mice (Mus musculus),

because they have a well-documented behavioral ecology

[24,34,35], and many labs use animals that are only a few

generations removed from the wild, allowing for the desirable natural

variation in social behaviors that is relevant to our own species [28].

This use of an outbred species is a notable and feasible tactic

enabling maintenance and study of ethologically relevant behaviors

in the lab.

The lack of generalizability between the prairie vole and the zebra

finch is somewhat alarming (see text), but perhaps this is mitigated

by the fact that similarity between birds and mammals is expected to

be reduced compared to the expected similarity within mammals.

Because of prairie voles’ current prominence in translational social

neuroscience, it is crucial that results are generalizable if they are to

provide meaningful insight into human health or more general

phenomena. Nevertheless, resting the majority of our knowledge on

one species or clade can be risky. For example, even within

mammals, aspects of affiliation are modulated differently between

prairie voles and marmosets, such that OT receptor blockade in

marmosets does not alter partner preference behavior [36,37] as it

does in voles. When results do not replicate across species, then

doubt about the general function should be raised.

Where should comparison across taxa begin? Many good options to

understand nonapeptide function and social behavior exist. Indeed,

advances in understanding nonapeptide function and social behavior

in the lab have been made in several examples of tractable, non-

traditional species. These examples include meadow voles [38],

mandarin voles [39], tuco tucos [40], deer mice [41,42], African

striped mice [43,44], guinea pigs [45], tree shrews [46�], titi monkeys

[47�], rhesus macaques [48,49], zebra finches [50,51], anole lizards

[52], tree frogs [53], butterfly fish [54], and cichlid fishes [55,56].

Although model organisms are useful for furthering scientific

discovery, translational insights into behavioral dimensions that are

evolutionarily labile will be most readily obtained through identifica-

tion of common mechanisms across several independent cases of

behavioral evolution. Unfortunately, it is often unpractical to bridge

these gaps when labs work in isolation, and thus, collaboration or

working toward a collective goal is necessary. Integrating knowledge

and perspectives across research priorities and motivations will

begin to reduce the divide, while advancing the common goal: to

understand behavior.
VP neurons) than do the territorial species [20,23]

(Figure 1). On the basis of this work, greater VP-ergic

action in the BST-LS circuit seems to be an indicator of

sociality.

Prairie voles are biparental, monogamous, and live primar-

ily in social pairs, but can also form larger philopatric groups

[24,25]. Prairie voles are commonly described as a highly

social and affiliative species, and the deeper understanding

of mechanisms governing bonding and attachment be-

tween mating partners has propelled this species to be

considered a model organism for human love, attachment,

and social behavior [26�,27,28]. Interestingly, studies in

finches and voles that examine the anatomy and function of

the BSTm VP cell group in relation to sociality contradict

one another. Prairie voles are often contrasted with the

‘asocial,’ non-monogamous meadow vole [29,30]. Unlike

the finch species comparisons, however, the prairie vole has

fewer VP neurons in the BSTm and lower V1a-receptor

densities in the LS than the purportedly asocial meadow

vole [30,31] (Figure 1).

Beyond the aforementioned anatomical differences, ze-

bra finches and prairie voles exhibit functional differences

in the BSTm-LS circuitry. Exposure to a same-sex con-

specific elicits an increase in transcriptional (Fos) activity

in BSTm VP neurons in both sexes of gregarious finch

species [20]. We recently replicated this immediate early

gene study in prairie voles by exposing males (sexually

mature and socially housed with same-sex siblings) to a

novel, same-sex conspecific for 90 min via interaction in a

novel cage. While BSTm VP-Fos colocalization increases

in male zebra finches in response to exposure to a novel

conspecific male through a wire barrier or via a positive

social interaction in a novel cage, interestingly, we ob-

served no significant differences between the social-ex-

posure group and the control group (empty cage) in VP-

Fos colocalization in the BSTm of prairie voles (among

other regions, including the anterior hypothalamus, para-

ventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus, and supraoptic

nucleus of the hypothalamus; Mann Whitney U-test, all

p > 0.4; Kelly and Ophir, unpub data).

These contrasting findings between VP-ergic action in

the BSTm-LS circuit and social grouping in finches and

voles raise important questions. For example, are these

differences a result of divergent evolution? In other

words, have different neural mechanisms evolved to

promote sociality in voles and finches that happen to

express the opposite pattern in each species? While such

an evolutionary outcome is plausible, it seems peculiar

given the highly conserved nature of the social behavior

network [32]. We would therefore expect it to be an

uncommon occurrence for one mechanism to influence

the same behavior in the opposite way. However, further

comparative work will ultimately determine how com-

mon this might be. An alternative conclusion is that
www.sciencedirect.com 
perhaps we have partially misinterpreted the behavioral

ecology of these species groups, leading to a cavalier use

of the term ‘highly social.’ For instance, although the

prairie vole provides an outstanding opportunity to un-

derstand attachment, this species may be less appropriate

to serve as a model for sociality, per se. This emphasizes

the need to re-consider the meaning of ‘social’ (Box 1).
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2015, 6:97–103
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Figure 2
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A hypothetical visualization of how study of a particular brain-behavior

relationship across taxa can begin to reveal a central tendency for a

‘phylogenetic norm’ (blue line). We note that although we have

presented this figure as linear, the best-fit curve could just as well be

curvilinear or follow some other function, and the scale may be ordinal

or logarithmic. Each silhouette represents a hypothetical place along

two continua in which a given species may fall (light blue dotted lines

represent hypothetical confidence intervals that capture the natural

variation around the central tendency). Deviations (residuals; red

dashed lines) from the central tendency represent the outcome of

evolutionary pressures to depart from the norm, presumably at a cost

that is outweighed by the benefit the deviation provides. Establishing

such a baseline enables greater power in determining what is normal

and abnormal, and places what we know in an evolutionary context.
Moving forward: establishing a unified
framework through comparison
The example above emphasizes the need to take a more

broadly comparative approach to studying behavior.

While finches and voles appear to be superficially similar

for the purposes of studying social behavior, they exhibit

nuanced and important differences in sociality. Perhaps

not surprisingly, the nonapeptide mechanisms underlying

sociality also differ between the two species. If we are to

truly understand the evolution of social behavior, we must

consider the fact that various aspects of social behavior

evolved independently many times, and we cannot as-

sume that relevant mechanisms have evolved similarly in

all species.

In order to build a solid foundation on which to study

behavior and the underlying mechanisms, we must con-

sider several important factors. Principally, we must use

comparative approaches to examine a diversity of species

within and across taxa. Doing so will ultimately determine

the fundamental principle components for particular so-

cial behaviors (Figure 2). On the other hand, and equally

important, we must consider the behavioral ecology of an

organism and how this shapes components of social

behavior. This approach helps explain the significant

species-specific subtleties that govern the same behaviors

(Figure 2). A combination of these approaches will ulti-

mately provide a picture of the primary evolutionary

drivers for those behaviors, both in terms of identifying

unifying principles that generalize across taxa, and the

singularities that make animals different.

A necessary major step toward achieving a unified theory

of behavior must take a more comparative approach.

Without a fundamental baseline that captures the simi-

larity across taxa (Figure 2), comparisons lack reference.

For example, it seems clear that VP-ergic action in the

BSTm-LS circuit of both voles and finches is important

for modulating social grouping or antisocial territoriality

(see above and [13]), suggesting a clear link between this

mechanism and behavior. However, in isolation, it is

difficult to determine if prairie voles, zebra finches, or

both, represent outliers, or if one or both represent a more

common relationship in the social brain (Figure 2). Zebra

finches live in extremely arid environments, and living in

large groups serves a protective function [18]. Perhaps the

extreme sociality seen in zebra finches is the result of

evolution pushing this species away from the norm.

Prairie voles demonstrate social monogamy, a mating

system that is often associated with living in resource

depleted and highly competitive ecological environments

[57]. Perhaps evolution has pushed the mechanisms that

regulate their social behavior away from a baseline in a

different direction.

While there are countless differences in social behavior

exhibited across species, there exist common threads
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2015, 6:97–103 
within all animals that follow one basic evolutionary

trajectory. In some cases, for example where sampling

is limited, phylogenetic corrections may be necessary.

However, their appropriateness will be on the basis of the

breadth of the sampling (e.g., the utility of such correc-

tions dwindles as sampling broadens) and the feasibility

of having a well-resolved multi-taxonomic tree on which

to base such comparisons [see [58–63]]. Such issues not

withstanding, it is imperative that we elucidate the cen-

tral tendency that stems from the emergence of social

behavior beginning billions of years ago, and that has

persisted in all extant social animals. Indeed, social be-

havior has evolved independently numerous times.

Studying a small sample of species will fail to capture

the common tendencies present since the dawn of social

behavior and seen throughout evolutionary history. In

order to elucidate such unifying principles, we need to

‘think more phylogenetically.’ From this perspective,

each species is, in essence, an n = 1. In order to obtain

a greater understanding of the most basic principles that

operate in all creatures, we need greater power; power
www.sciencedirect.com
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achieved from thoroughly understanding social behavior

systems of interest in multiple species across various taxa.

It is naı̈ve to assume that focusing most of our efforts on

the study of social behavior in prairie voles, zebra finches,

rhesus macaques, and cichlids is enough. Compiling a

larger data set of many more species will establish a

baseline that can serve as a frame of reference. This, in

turn, will allow scientists to effectively answer the myriad

of questions relating to social behavior, the evolution of

this behavior, the mechanisms that underlie this behavior,

and how this behavior extends to other behavioral

domains.

Concluding remarks
The topic of social behavior, and the nonapeptide influ-

ences therein, has received a great amount of attention,

and this has clearly advanced both our basic understand-

ing of social behavior and provided exciting avenues to

improve human health. However, it is clear that we have

only scratched the surface. Moreover, a basic tenet of the

scientific method is to create comparisons and to search

for contrasts from a norm, or control. In order to interpret

what we have learned from any given species, we must be

able to know the extent to which what we have learned

deviates from other cases. A point of comparison can only

be achieved by compiling a rich understanding of beha-

viors and the mechanisms that drive them in an array of

species. Pursuing this lofty goal promises to illuminate

how and why behavioral mechanisms evolved.

It is extremely important to have an in-depth understand-

ing of social behavior in one species (for example, non-

apeptide systems may be most thoroughly understood in

prairie voles). However, social behavior is, in and of itself,

complex, even without considering the background on

which a particular species lays (i.e., behavioral ecology,

environmental influences, etc.). With more comparative

research, we can reveal basic commonalities in nonapep-

tide modulation of social behavior that are present in all

species. Doing so will provide a reference point to under-

stand where organisms of interest fall relative to each

other, and provide a taxonomic-wide view of what is

‘normal.’ Indeed, it is this central tendency that has

created a background from which plasticity and variation

emerges. Only after such a reference point has been

established, can we then begin to investigate this residual

‘noise’ and examine the selective pressures (environ-

ment, context, etc.) responsible for driving evolutionary

processes in a new direction. For those interested in

translational research, understanding where and how so-

cial behavior has evolved across taxa can help elucidate

the distinct forces that have shaped human social behav-

ior, and provide deeper insight into human nature.
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